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[metallic clicking] [upbeat music playing]  
[Leo] The longer you're in the game, the more you know what really 
matters. 
Lone wolves don't get far. 
You need a crew. 
You got to figure out who you can trust. 
'Cause there's two sides to every story. 
And neither one's really the truth. 
- It's okay...  
- I'm so sorry. 
- Dickens. 
- Yeah. 
[Leo] It's hard to know who deserves your loyalty. 
- I'm Kate. 
- Laura. 
[Leo] If you're lucky, you'll find someone else who sees the world like 
you see it...  
... who wants the same things in the same ways. 
[imperceptible] You're a team. 
The both of you against the world. 
[beeps] Or so you think. 
[guard] Have a good one. 
[beeps] [Leo] Because trust can be earned. 
It can be given...  
- [vault opens] - and it can be stolen. 
And once it's gone...  
[automated voice] You have reached a number that has been 
disconnected or is no longer in service. 
[Leo] ... it's gone forever. 
[upbeat music playing] Took as much as I could carry. 
If I were stronger, you'd be poorer. 
[Roger] That is about $2 million. 
My associate took it from your box at the Dunne & Company vault 
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nine days ago. 
Did you even know it was gone? 
I don't believe we did, no. 
You asked me to evaluate my competitors' security. 
I've found it wanting. 
Mmm. 
And you recommend...  
[Roger] Uh, you and your partners have specific needs, a diverse 
portfolio, best kept in a certain amount of shadow, physical assets 
in danger of theft, but also at the mercy of the elements, I would 
suggest your only real shot at security and privacy is the vault that I 
have built and perfected here at SLS. 
Hmm. 
[chuckles] See, Aldritch Dunne is a personal friend. 
I've been banking there for 30 years. 
- [Hannah] Hmm. 
- [Roger] Loyalty is worthless. 
Faith is dead. 
At the end of the day, all it comes down to is you versus the people 
who want what you have. 
And the only thing that matters is, can you manipulate them better 
than they manipulate you? 
[somber music playing] [Leo] Only way to pull off the impossible? 
Crew up with people you trust. 
[soft music playing] Or at least trust to do it right. 
♪ I won't waste my time ♪ ♪ I won't waste my life ♪ [bird squawks] 
[Barbara] Stan! 
Your parrot shit in the kitchen again. 
It's not mine. 
And it's not a parrot, Barbara. 
It's an ariel toucan. 
Fifty left in the world. 
Why's he got to be in the kitchen? 
I got my leggings party at 6:00. 
I'm trading the bird to a guy in Williamsburg for a case of Cheval 
Blanc '47, which I'm going to trade for a Lotus from that dentist. 
That's why. 
Stan. 
Stan. 
I got my eye doctor appointment at 3:00. 
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- I'll take you. 
- [Barbara] What's a Lotus? 
- Last time we were late. 
- It's a car. 
- Ma, don't come down. 
We got hours. 
- A car? 
Why do you need a car? 
- [Ma] Doctor don't like it when I'm late! 
- It's for a friend! 
You'll be on time! 
Oh. 
Uh...  
Super. 
Not a fan of the yelling. 
[grinder whirring] Your parrot's going in the meat grinder, Stan. 
The meat grinder. 
One, you better check your tone when you talk to me. 
Two, you are definitely cleaning up this bird shit. 
And three, you're sleeping on the couch, Stan! 
- You're sleeping on the couch! 
- [bird squawking] I love you! 
Mr. 
Rossi, Mr. 
Rossi, always kind and never bossy. 
Got that little item for you. 
Now, as far as customs knows, this is parmesan. 
Not into larvae myself, but to each his own. 
You need anything else, I'm your guy, okay? 
- Thank you. 
- Thanks, Stan. 
- [door opens] - [bell jingles] [door closes] [Leo] How about a kilo 
of magic mushrooms? 
Depends on how long I got to grow 'em. 
Two to five. 
Time off for good behavior. 
C'mere, you fuck. 
- [laughing] - Oh! 
Ah, what's up, boss? 
Oh, man. 
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- How you doing? 
- I'm still here. 
- You all right? 
- Yeah. 
So what's the score? 
Why's it gotta be about a score? 
Maybe I came in for a ribeye. 
I'm retired, Leo. 
Ma's a mess and Barbara's on me like a hawk. 
Don't get me wrong, man, I would love nothing more than to bow 
out of this shitshow and mix it up, but whatever you're cooking, I 
got to respectfully decline. 
[inhales sharply] Seven billion dollars. 
Give or take. 
[quirky music playing] [lock clicks] So the vault's underground? 
Yeah, deep, cased in steel-reinforced concrete. 
[scoffs] That's fun. 
You drill through the door? 
Three doors, cobalt-plated. 
That's just the appetizer. 
- Bring on the main, baby. 
- Yeah, right. 
To even approach the door, you got to get into a secure subfloor, 
past biometric sensors laid into an uninterruptible power supply, 
linked to security teams with military training, who are armed, willing, 
and ready to use deadly force. 
Still waiting for the punchline here, man. 
The Triplets. 
Oh, you mean the, uh, the arson brothers from Block D? 
Oh, damn, I forgot about those guys. 
- Crazy motherfuckers. 
- [inhales sharply] Nah. 
No, The Triplets are a different breed of criminal. 
Cho-Young Woo, lead shareholder of Jongo, Korea's biggest private 
bank. 
They say he's Kim Jong-Un's nephew or cousin. 
Nobody really asks. 
Suzanne Grosvenor, Lead Banker at Duncan-Welsh. 
[cell phone vibrates] Word is the Queen's got her on speed dial. 
And Stefan Thiele, Swiss CEO of Banque Brünner, started by his great-
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great-grandfather in 1898. 
Let's just say that their gold might still have a swastika or two on it. 
Between them, they control half a trillion dollars. 
Most of their money's in Europe. 
But a few years back, they took control of a fortune in unsecured 
bearer bonds. 
Like the Die Hard thing? 
Yeah. 
The Die Hard thing. 
With unsecured bonds, you can't track who owns them. 
Which is why people used to use them for all sorts of illegal shit. 
So in 1982, the US government stepped in and said, "All bonds got 
to be registered." But the pre-'82 bonds that are still stranded out 
there in the wild, they can still be cashed in, and that is what The 
Triplets have. 
About $7 billion worth. 
And they're all down in that vault? 
Not yet. 
They're coming in from Europe. 
The Triplets made a deal with the guy who owns the vault to put 
them down there. 
He guarantees that it's weatherproof, shockproof, and thief-proof. 
[chuckles] Yeah. 
In a couple of months, we're gonna break in, and take him for 
everything he's got. 
Who's the mark? 
[elevator chimes] [Leo] Roger Salas. 
[dramatic music playing] Okay. 
Settle down, everyone. 
So it's a big win for the team. 
Let's hear it for Hannah, who did some, uh, pretty special work for 
us. 
Now, we keep The Triplets happy, the rest of the town falls into line. 
- Screw it up, we're working at Panera. 
- [laughter] Carlos will do Level 4 background checks on all key 
personnel. 
Andrew's team will handle audits of security protocols. 
Anything feels amiss, you come to me. 
This is rubber meets the road. 
[snapping fingers] Either we rise or we fall. 


